In the correlation between structural parameters and compressive behaviour of cellular materials, previous studies have mostly focused on averaged structural parameters and bulk material properties for different samples. This study focuses on the meso-scale correlation between structure and deformation in a 2D foam sample generated from a computed tomography slice of Alporas TM foam, for which quasi-static compression was simulated using 2D image-based finite element modelling. First, a comprehensive meso-scale structural characterisation of the 2D foam was carried out to determine the size, aspect ratio, orientation and anisotropy of individual cells, as well as the length, straightness, inclination and thickness of individual cell walls. Measurements were then conducted to obtain the axial distributions of local structural parameters averaged laterally to compression axis. Second, the meso-scale deformation was characterised by cell-wall strain, cell area ratio, digital image correlation strain and local compressive engineering strain. According to the results, the through-width sub-regions over an axial length between the average (lower bound) and the maximum (upper bound) of cell size should be used to characterise the meso-scale heterogeneity of the cell structure and deformation. It was found that the first crush band forms in a sub-region where the ratio of cell-wall thickness to cell-wall length is a minimum, in which the collapse deformation is dominated by the plastic bending and buckling of cell walls. Other 2 morphological parameters have secondary effect on the initiation of crush band in the 2D foam.
Introduction
Cellular materials, such as foams and honeycombs, are being increasingly used in transport, aerospace, civil and biomedical engineering fields due to their unique mechanical, thermal and electromagnetic properties [1, 2] . Their compressive properties are particularly important for their applications as energy absorbers and load attenuators [3] . At least three spatial scales are manifest in cellular materials. At the macro-scale, a cellular material is usually treated as a "homogeneous" material and the continuum approach is adopted. At the meso-scale, the cell structure constructing the cellular material plays key roles in determining the macroscopic material properties. At the micro-scale, the chemical composition and microstructure of the constituent material itself are important. This study is aimed at correlating the meso-scale structure with the deformation of a closed-cell foam subjected to uniaxial compression.
For a closed-cell foam, the constituent cells are separated from each other by walls, facilitating the identification of individual cells for geometrical measurement. The size, orientation and anisotropy of the cells are parameters of major interest, which, however, are not easy to measure when cells are irregular. An equivalent dimension is often used to represent the cell size. For instance, Saadatfar et al. [4] used the equivalent diameter of a sphere whose volume is equal to the cell volume to indicate the cell size. The characterisations of the orientation and anisotropy of cells are usually based on equivalent or best-fit ellipsoids (ellipses in a 2D case). Consequently, the orientation can be simply defined as the angle between the major axis of the equivalent ellipsoid (or ellipse) and a reference axis [5, 6] . The quantification of cell anisotropy is more complicated. Benouali et al. [5] proposed that the eigenvalues of the 3D inertia matrix of the equivalent ellipsoids can be used to evaluate the cell anisotropy. Simone and Gibson [6] used the ratios of the principal values of a fabric tensor which is formed using best-fit ellipses in three orthogonal planes to estimate the anisotropies in different planes. 3 For the constituent walls of a cell, the curvature, corrugation and thickness are important parameters. The definition of curvature can be based on the cell wall and its chord connecting its end nodes [7] . The corrugation is characterised by its amplitude and number in a wall [7] .
The cell-wall thickness is not straightforward to quantify if the boundaries of the wall are not parallel. Němeček et al. [8] simply used the minimum distance between two neighbouring cells to estimate the cell-wall thickness, which, however, cannot capture the thickness variation along the wall. The method proposed by Hildebrand and Rüegsegger [9] , which defines local thickness as the diameter of the largest circle containing the material point and being completely inside the wall, can be applied to capture the thickness variation, but few results based on this method have been reported for foams.
Meso-scale inhomogeneous deformations, such as shear banding [10, 11] , localised crushing [12, 13] and progressive folding [14, 15] , are common in cellular materials under compression. There are several methods to quantify the localised deformation at the meso-scale.
Digital image correlation (DIC) has been increasingly used to calculate local strain fields [16] [17] [18] . In DIC the acquired images are divided into subsets (i.e. interrogation windows) before correlation. Then the displacement is calculated by maximising the correlation coefficient for each interrogation window between successive images, from which the strain field can be computed [19] [20] [21] . In numerical simulations, the nodal displacements can be used to calculate local deformation directly. For instance, Zou et al. [22] defined the local engineering strain using the relative displacement between two neighbouring cross-sections with different averaged nodal displacements. Liao et al. [23] adopted a local strain calculation method based on selected discrete cell-wall nodes within a circular neighbourhood in a finite element model. Among these methods, DIC has most general applicability, but it has rarely been used to analyse the results of simulations.
The effects of the structural parameters of cells and their walls on macroscopic properties (e.g. compressive strength) have been extensively studied. However, in most cases, the structural parameters, such as the relative density [1, 3] , the size and shape irregularity of cells [5, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] , and the dimension and imperfection of cell walls [24, 30, 31] , were averaged with regard to the whole sample for evaluation, which cannot be used to establish the relationship between macro-scale properties and meso-scale structural parameters (e.g. local density, local cell size and local cell-wall thickness) of a heterogeneous foam material. To define "weak" cells susceptible to premature collapse, Bart-Smith et al. [18] proposed two criteria based on cell morphology, i.e. (1) ellipsoidal cells with T-shaped wall intersections and (2) cells with appreciably curved walls. As for the effect of cell size on deformation, McDonald et al. [32] 4 observed that strain concentration in isolated large cells (i.e. those with small surrounding cells) is more significant than in an aggregate of large or moderately sized cells. However, the effect of cell size on compressive strength seems controversial, as some experimental observations [25, 33] show that the larger the cell size, the larger the compressive strength, while other observations [26, 34] indicate the opposite. Regarding other morphological parameters, it has been shown that the orientation and anisotropy of cells can also affect the compressive deformation and strength of closed-cell foams [4, 5] . The effect of cell-wall thickness, despite its importance for bending-dominated foams, has been rarely investigated.
The previous studies have shed some light on the effect of the aforementioned structural parameters on the compressive behaviour of cellular materials. However, the axially distributed local structural parameters, in contrast to the structural parameters for a bulk foam sample or the individual cells (or cell walls), have been rarely examined to disclose their roles in the determination of the macro-scale collapse stress and meso-scale crushing deformation of a heterogeneous cellular material.
In this study, a 2D finite element (FE) model of a virtual foam has been generated from a computed tomography (CT) slice of an aluminium closed-cell foam sample (Alporas TM , which was regarded with least heterogeneity [35] among many types of foams). The meso-scale structure of this 2D foam was then characterised in detail including the size, aspect ratio, orientation and anisotropy of cells, and the length, straightness, inclination and thickness of cell walls. The local structural parameters and their axial distributions were obtained in through-width sub-regions perpendicular to the compression axis in a virtual quasi-static compression test performed by image-based FE modelling. Furthermore, the meso-scale deformation of the 2D foam was characterised by cell-wall strain, cell area ratio, digital image correlation (DIC) strain, and local compressive engineering strain (defined using relative cross-sectional displacement). Finally, the correlation between meso-scale structure and deformation was established and discussed.
2. Material and method 2.1. Two-dimensional foam A 2D foam (30×30 mm) was generated from the diametric cross-section of a cylindrical sample of a closed-cell aluminium foam (Alporas TM ) using computed micro-tomography, and the details of the X-ray imaging can be found in Ref. [36] . The sample size is sufficient to obtain representative bulk material properties [37] . 5 In comparison with idealised cell structures such as regular hexagonal-cell and circular-cell honeycombs [38] and random Voronoi foams [27] , the 2D foam model based on the cross-sectional geometry of an actual foam has advantages owing to its capability of incorporating a realistic cell structure. This is important for establishing structure-property relationships for real cellular materials. Fig. 1 shows the cell structure of the 2D foam. It is evident that the cell morphology and topology are complicated, and the prevalent idealised foam models such as Kelvin and Voronoi models [39, 40] cannot capture well these structural features. In addition, cell-wall imperfections, e.g. curvature, corrugation, damage (or partial missing), and nonuniform thickness, are clearly seen in Fig. 1 , which are related to the liquid-state foaming process of the Alporas TM foam [6] .
The 2D foam has a relative density (i.e. area ratio between the cell walls and the bulk foam sample) of 12.5%. and basically, the algorithm [41, 42] thins each wall into its medial axis and then constructs a skeleton of single pixel thickness. This preserves the topological properties of the original cell structure and facilitates the characterisation of each wall. The skeletonised cell structure has 411 branches (i.e. skeletonised walls), based on which, the cell-wall length s, the node-to-node distance (or chord length) w, and the inclination angle  between the chord and the vertical compression axis, can be measured, as shown in Fig. 2b . The ratio w/s of a cell-wall can be used as a metric quantifying the cell-wall straightness. A straight wall has w/s=1, while the smaller the ratio, the more the wall deviates from a straight line. which is defined as the diameter of the largest circle which contains the material point and is completely inside the wall [9] . The aspect ratio of a cell is defined using the circumscribed 6 rectangle, as shown in Fig. 3b . The measurements of orientation and anisotropy are based on an ellipse which has the same second-moment as the cell, as shown in Fig. 3c . The orientation is defined as the angle between the major axis of the ellipse and the vertical axis. The anisotropy is simply defined as the ratio of the length difference between the major axis and the minor axis to the length of the major axis, i.e. (a-b)/a. These geometrical parameters were determined using the function of "regionprops" in Matlab (Mathworks, 2014).
Simulated compression test
A finite element model (FEM) taking account of large deformation effect was developed using commercial code Abaqus/Explicit to simulate the quasi-static compression ( of the 2D foam. The Abaqus/Explicit was chosen due to its capability of handling problems with severe nonlinearity (e.g. plasticity) and discontinuity (e.g. contact). ScanIP (Simpleware Ltd, UK) was used to directly convert the CT image into a high-quality FE mesh [43] . A plane strain assumption was adopted and 398703 linear elements were used, as shown in compression process. Intuitively, the cross-section motion can be used to characterise the deformation under 1D loading. Therefore, a "particle" array approach was adopted [22, 36] , which defines a line of "particles" along the compression direction to represent the average motion of 79 equally spaced cross-sections through the foam, as illustrated in Fig. 4 .
The nominal strain ε was obtained as the vertical displacement of the top platen divided by the original sample height, while the meso-scale deformation of the 2D foam under compression was characterised by different methods. For cell deformation, the area strain was obtained as the ratio of the area of the deformed cell to its original value, the local engineering strain was taken to be the shortening of two cross-sections divided by their original distance, the calculation of digital image correlation (DIC) strain was based on the displacement gradient obtained using image subsets having different window sizes. For cell-wall deformation, the 7 true strain at the integration point in each finite element was used to represent the deformation at the material point in the cell walls. 7 shows the histograms of s, w/s and  . It is seen that 55% of the cell walls are longer than 1 mm. In general, the walls are close to straight lines, of which 80% have w/s>0.9 (note that a value of 0.64 and 1.00 represents a semi-circle and a straight line, respectively). The inclination angle  is relatively uniformly distributed, indicating that the cell walls are not preferentially aligned. This is consistent with the characteristic of cell orientation, see Fig. 6d . Fig. 8 shows the contour and histogram of the local cell-wall thickness. In general, the walls are thinnest at the middle-span and thickest at the connecting nodes. This arises from the foaming process for Alporas TM foam [6] . The average of the local cell-wall thickness [9] is obtained by
where j h is the local cell-wall thickness at pixel j (material point in a continuum sense) and N is the total number of pixels within the region of interest. shows that the local relative density and mean cell-wall thickness near the top end of the foam sample are substantially lower than the bulk value. In addition, it is interesting to see that the distribution of the relative density is overall similar to that of the cell-wall thickness, which may not be necessary, as relative density also depends on cell size.
A summary of the meso-scale structural parameters is given in Table 1 . The cell size has a 9 high scatter, and its average and maximum can be used as two spatial thresholds for meso-scale structural characterisation. In general, the cells have no evidently preferred orientation and the mean orientation angle is slightly smaller than o 45 . The mean aspect ratio is close to one and the anisotropy is not very significant. The cell-wall thickness also has a high scatter, and the thickest portion is almost 27 times thicker than the thinnest portion. Moreover, the mean cell-wall thickness is about one fourth of the mean cell-wall length. The cell-wall straightness index has a low scatter and most cell walls are close to straight lines. The cell walls have no preferential direction to align, and the mean inclination angle is close to Fig. 11a -c, but the nominal stress remains at a similar level (see Fig. 10 ). For cell walls, local stress concentrates in the materials within the crush bands, as shown in Fig. 11 .
Plastic hinges are prevalent and randomly distributed. When the nominal strain reaches 0.55, all cells have been crushed to some extent and further compaction is produced in a relatively uniform and stable way, which corresponds to a stiffening regime in the stress-strain curve and a densification process of the cell structure. Fig. 12 shows the cell-wall deformation. It is evident that plastic hinges form in critical 10 load bearing cell walls, particularly in the thin mid-span sections. When nominal strain increases, the cell-wall plastic deformation increases and more plastic hinges form. This confirms that the dominant deformation modes of the 2D foam are plastic bending and buckling [22, 36] . In addition, this implies that the moment of inertia of cell walls, which is determined by the cell-wall thickness, and the length of cell walls, which is associated with bending moment, control the load bearing capacity, and thus they play key roles in cell collapse.
To explore the relationship between cell deformation and cell morphology, the shape evolution of typical cells during compression is shown in Fig. 13 . Bart-Smith et al. [18] proposed two critical cell morphologies for initiation of cell collapse, i.e. ellipsoidal cells with T-shaped wall intersections and cells with appreciably curved walls. The cells 1-4 (see Fig. 11a for their location and Fig. 6 for their morphological parameters), which are encompassed by the first crush band, indeed satisfy these criteria. However, cells 5 and 6 also satisfy these morphological conditions, but they do not contribute to the formation of the first crush band.
This exception is also applicable to some other cells satisfying the critical morphological criteria. Therefore, the criteria based on morphologies of individual cells and their walls may be just one necessary condition for the initiation of a crush band. This is mainly because the formation of a crush band requires that the cells are collectively weak, while such collective susceptibility cannot be described by the morphological parameters of individual cells or their walls. Therefore, it is worth seeking a sufficient condition for the collective cell collapse and its relationship with meso-scale structural parameters. Although the nodal displacement of each finite element can be readily obtained for local strain calculation [22, 23] in simulations, the displacement of a material point is difficult to track in experiments and the calculation method of meso-scale strain based on nodal 11 displacement is not unique. A general and standard approach for meso-scale strain measurement is thus needed. Nowadays, the DIC method is widely used to quantify the local deformation and it is generally recognised as reliable when properly used. Therefore, a DIC calculation was also performed here using the foam configurations at nominal strains from 0%
to 5% with an increment of nominal strain of 0.5%, which were obtained from the simulation results. Fig. 15 shows but it is capable of capturing the location of a crush band and the local strain magnitude in the band, and the measure using this approach is consistent with the compressive strain derived from cell area ratio and the DIC strain results. 12 
Discussion
The comprehensive characterisations of the cell structure and local deformation, as shown in Figs. 5-9 and Figs. 11-16 , provide the basis to correlate the meso-scale structure with the deformation of the 2D foam subjected to macroscopically uniaxial compression. It is also important to note that the average and the maximum of cell size can be used as two spatial thresholds based on which the meso-scale heterogeneities of the structure and deformation of a foam material can be characterised. For the meso-scale structure characterisation, when the axial length of the through-width sub-regions falls in the range between the average and the maximum of cell size (see Fig. 9 ), the axial nonuniform distributions of structural parameters (e.g. relative density and cell-wall thickness) indicate the meso-scale structural heterogeneity.
For the meso-scale deformation characterisation, the local strain field can be well captured by DIC when the window size is close to the mean cell size, while the local engineering strain calculated from relative cross-sectional displacement is representative when the sub-region has an axial length equal to the maximum cell size.
From Fig. 11 and Figs. 14-16, it is seen that the first crush band forms near the top end of the foam sample. Previous studies [18, 32] considered the structural characteristics of individual cells and their walls, but they are insufficient to establish the critical condition for the initiation of a crush band, see Fig. 13 and the associated discussion in Section 3.2. By contrast, the axial distributions of local structural parameters (averaged in the through-width sub-regions) are more representative to indicate the regions where the cells or their walls are collectively weak and hence susceptible to collapse during uniaxial compression. Therefore, they are used here to explore the sufficient condition for the initiation of crushing. Fig. 9 , Fig.   17 and Fig. 18 show the axial distributions of the measured structural parameters. The cells in the top part have slightly lower orientation angles, while the cell walls have relatively uniformly distributed inclination angles. The distribution of the aspect ratio is also relatively uniform, except at sample ends. These relatively uniformly distributed structural parameters cannot be correlated with the initiation of crushing. Although it is generally agreed that cells have higher strength when their anisotropy is larger [1, 46] or the cell walls are straighter [30] , Fig. 17d and Fig. 18d show that the location where first crush band initiates actually 13 corresponds to relatively high cell anisotropy and cell-wall straightness. This indicates that these two morphological parameters are also secondary for the initiation of the crush band in the 2D foam.
Other structural parameters, such as cell size, cell-wall length, cell-wall thickness and relative density, are all significantly nonuniformly distributed. The cell size and the cell-wall length exhibit similar distributions, although the former is overall larger than the latter. The cell size and cell-wall length are both largest in the top half of the sample. The local relative density and cell-wall thickness are lowest near the top end of the sample, see Fig. 9 . For these structural parameters, the deformation mechanisms must be invoked to establish the correlation.
With regard to cell size, some conflicting conclusions were drawn by different researchers for closed-cell foams. For instance, Yu et al. [26] compared the compressive stress-strain curves of closed-cell aluminium foams and found that plateau stress increases with cell size decreasing. Bouix et al. [34] also reported similar experimental observations for closed-cell polymer foams. They both surmised that the smaller cells are less susceptible to buckling due to their shorter walls when bulk relative density is same, thereby enhancing the load resistance of the cell structures. By contrast, Yu et al. [25] observed that larger cell size leads to higher peak stress, and they explained that larger cells imply thicker and stronger cell walls for a given bulk relative density, which leads to higher load resistance. Similar conflicting conclusions were also drawn for open-cell aluminium foam [33, 47] . The problem of these previous analyses is that they treated mean cell size as an independent structural parameter controlling material properties, but the local structural characterisation was not carried out for the analysed foams. In fact, it is the weakest region in a heterogeneous material that is critical to determine the macroscopic material properties. As it has been widely recognised that the dominant deformation mechanisms for aluminium foams are plastic bending and buckling of cell walls [1, 18, 48, 49] , which are also confirmed in this study, the load resistance can be correlated with the structural parameters controlling bending and buckling resistance.
Consider plastic bending, a scaling law can be expressed as [1] 
where s E is Young's modulus or tangent modulus of cell-wall material.
According to Eqs. (3) and (4), the load bearing capacity of cell walls is mainly determined by the ratio of cell-wall thickness to cell-wall length. The cell-wall length is equal to cell size in the cubic unit cell model proposed by Gibson and Ashby [1] , while for the 2D foam studied
here, the mean cell-wall length is about 71% of the mean cell size (i.e. equivalent diameter). The above analyses show that the minimum thickness-to-length ratio of cell walls indicates the "weakest" region in the 2D foam. However, in some other cellular materials, the orientation and anisotropy of cells or the inclination and straightness of cell walls may be much more heterogeneous, and then they could play more important roles in the cell collapse, depending on the specification of the cellular material. On the other hand, when the cell structure is homogeneous at the meso-scale, e.g. periodically arrayed cells in honeycombs and Kelvin foams, a shear band with a considerable inclination angle can be initiated and its formation is sensitive to the boundary condition and sample size [50] .
Most importantly, the discussion presented above shows that, for heterogeneous cellular 15 materials, the characterisation of meso-scale cell structure and the measurement of local structural parameters are necessary and crucial for establishing the correlation between the meso-scale structure and deformation, thereby identifying the "weakest" region which determines the collapse or failure stress of the cellular material.
Conclusions
A 2D foam was constructed from a CT slice image of a closed-cell aluminium Alporas TM foam sample and characterised by meso-scale structural parameters including the size, aspect ratio, orientation and anisotropy of cells, as well as the length, inclination, straightness and thickness of cell walls. A virtual quasi-static compression test was performed for the 2D foam using image-based finite element simulation, and localised cell collapse and crushing were characterised via cell-wall strain, cell area ratio, DIC strain and cross-sectional engineering strain. Local structural parameters were averaged laterally in the sub-regions perpendicular to the compression axis. It was demonstrated that the average (lower bound) and the maximum (upper bound) of cell size can be used as two spatial thresholds for characterising the meso-scale heterogeneity of structure and deformation in a foam material. It was found that the cell structure of the 2D foam has no evidently preferred orientation or significant anisotropy.
The morphological parameters such as the aspect ratio, orientation and anisotropy of cells and the straightness and inclination of cell walls are relatively uniformly distributed in the early collapsed region. However, the local relative density, cell-wall thickness, cell-wall length and cell size exhibit considerable meso-scale heterogeneity. As the plastic bending and buckling of the cell walls are dominant deformation modes, it was identified that the sufficient condition for the initiation of a crush band is a minimum of the ratio of cell-wall thickness to cell-wall length averaged in the through-width sub-regions, rather than the individual values of cell-wall length (or equivalently, cell size) and cell-wall thickness. This study shows that the local structural characterisation is necessary to reveal the effects of heterogeneous cell structure on the meso-scale localised deformation and the overall load resistance, which are controlled by the "weakest" region in the cell structure. 18 foam (Alporas TM ). Four types of cell-wall imperfections are illustrated in the enlarged views. Note that the selected region for inspection is indicated by the dashed lines in Fig. 11a . 
